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I'm us Poet Laureate Tracy k Smith. And this is the slow down. My campus office sits on the sixth
floor of a building with tall windows, from which I sometimes look out upon birds. My favorite are
red tailed hawks, they circle in the air, tipping their wings this way and that. Sometimes one will
swoop down and at the last moment lifts slightly to alight upon a branch. It's a regular sight. But
each time it strikes me as a minor miracle, the way my mind seems to lift and float, circle and
glide along beside them. Once walking across another campus years ago, I saw a hawk Talon a
squirrel, it dove down and landed on the prey, then stood there a while squeezing it maybe before
beginning to eat. I can't say my mind felt exactly free. At the sight of that these glimpses of the
natural world are powerful. They ignite in us something far away feeling. I don't know if I should
call it an escape fantasy, or the longing to return to something intrinsic to who we once were as a
species. Maybe it's some combination of the two. Today's poem, The Skylark by Romantic poet
john Clare contemplates the feelings of freedom and flight that time spent in nature can ignite in
us. It describes school boys running recklessly through a field in spring, and it points our attention
to a very different type of bird, the Skylark who lives on fields or heats and builds its nest, not in
the safety of trees, but into little depressions on the ground. The bird protects her vulnerable nest
by flying up high to create a distraction for the romping boys. But once the boys have passed, the
bird returns to the ground, where for whatever reason, she and her fellow skylarks continue to live,
cautious, watchful, susceptible to danger, just like the rest of us.
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The Skylark by john Clare
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the rolls and harrows lie at rest, beside the battered road, and spreading far and wide above the
rough at clods. The corn is seen sprouting at spidery points of tender green, were squats, the hair,
to terrors wide awake, like some brown clawed the harrows failed to break, opening their golden
caskets to the sun. The buttercups make school boys eager run, to see who shall be first to pluck
the price. up from there Hurry, see, the Skylark flies, and or her half formed nest with happy wings,
winnows the air till in the cloud, she sings, then hangs a dust spot in the sunny skies, and drops
and drops, till in her nest, she lies which they unheated past, not dreaming, then, that birds which
flew so high, would drop again to nests upon the ground, which anything may come at, to destroy.
Had they the wing, like such a bird themselves would be too proud, and build on nothing but a
passing cloud. As free from danger, as the heavens are free from pain and toil, their wood they
build and be and sail about the world, two scenes unheard of and unseen. Oh, where they bought
a bird. So think they while they listen to it, song, and smile and fancy, and so pass along. While it's
low nest, moist with the do's of mourn lies safely with the leveret in the corn. The slow down is a
production of American Public Media, in partnership with the Library of Congress and the Poetry
Foundation.
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